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It is time for happiness and joy. 

I find this happiness and joy in the landscape. Most likely 
because it is “out there” that we can plainly see the beauty 
that has been provided for us by the Creator. We might try 
to improve upon the perfection of nature by adding our 
“human touch” to the perfection of the landscape. 

We head for the banks of moving water to experience the 
soothing sounds of water moving downstream. Some 
people say the negative ions of moving water are calming. 
It could be. I have always been drawn to streamside 
photographs. 

While there is perfection in the intimate landscape, the 
grand landscape of the Palouse becomes an abstract study 
in black and white when you only look at the land. There 
are scientific reasons fields are tilled in a specific pattern. I 
like to think the farmers are creating abstract art with disc 
and harrow. 

Edge of the Snake River, Idaho



Visual Joy



Visual Joy 

Visual joy combines the natural and manmade to complete 
the perfection of nature. The designers combine both 
manmade and natural elements complementing each 
other to create a haven of peace, tranquility and silence 
away from the rest of the imperfect world. It is this quiet 
perfection that brings joy and delight to those that spend 
time looking and meditating on the work of man and 
nature. 















Pumping gas was his first job.



Streamside



Streamside

We purchased a Teddy Bear for our firstborn. This bear had 
a white noise generator buried in its tummy. We were told 
the noise approximated the sounds of the womb and the 
baby would find it calming and make sleep easier. To me, it 
sounded like water running over rocks. 

The calming sounds of running water were imprinted in 
humans before we were born. It is something that calms us 
at the very core of our being. In this calmness and security 
we can create art.













His family went to the camps.
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Land Abstracts
The Landscape of the American West impresses photographers with the vastness 
of the sky, the formations of clouds and dramatic light. We react to the sky and 
pay little attention to the foreground because we fall in love with a sky so huge 
and a vision so unlimited we think we can see the curvature of the earth. When 
we take the sky out of the photograph, the natural world loses it naturalness and 
becomes abstract.















It’s not what I photographed, it’s what I saw. 

The thought came to me while I was photographing on vacation. It’s another version of the pre and post visualization discussion. 
The Pre-Visualizationists are, of course, lead by Ansel Adams with the zone system and the negative is the score band of disciples. 
The Post-Visualizationists all fall in line behind Jerry Uelsmann, the original collector and assembler of disparate images. They 
embody two very opposite ways of creating a photograph. 

It used to be almost that simple in the days of the darkroom, but now, with the digital darkroom, the two old schools of 
photographic thought have merged. I was thinking this as I made a panoramic photograph. I saw the final image as a panoramic 
photograph. I captured the various elements to be assembled into a final piece of work. I did not photograph a final photograph 
with each exposure. I saw the final photograph, but I couldn’t make the photograph I saw in the field. I had to photograph 
something else to make my photograph. I know I would not have done that before the advent of digital photography because the 
alternative was not available. 

Postcards from the Creative Journey
 July 15, 2012  



A Few Closing Words

Visual Joy

There are not many Japanese Gardens in the United 
States. I visited the Gardens in Seattle and Portland. 
The experience in both places was different, but the 
effect on me was the same in both places. It was like 
traveling to a beautiful island surrounded by an urban 
sea. It was a Joy to escape to this land where beauty 
held sway.

Streamside

I have always been content where the water and land 
come together. Be it isolated mountain streams, half 
filled arroyos or mighty rivers, streamside photographs 
I have always found a creative muse in moving water.

Land Abstracts

As landscape photographers we always want to 
arrange the foreground, subject and sky in a pleasing 
arrangement. What happens if we discard one or two 
of those critical elements? Eliminate the sky, reduce 
the foreground, or maybe do both at once. Do we have 
a traditional landscape? 

In the Palouse, what remains is the land as an abstract 
form or design. It’s a challenge to see a new type of 
landscape as an abstract form.

Land Abstract (with clouds)



Joe Lipka has shared his vision since he began photographing. 

In the last thirty years, his photographs have appeared in over one hundred 
juried exhibitions, more than twenty solo exhibitions and have been printed 
in both LensWork,  Black & White Photography (UK) and F-Stop Magazines. 

His website www.joelipkaphoto.com has continuously evolved since it was 
launched in 2004. His blog Postcards from the Creative Journey, published 
weekly since 2010, feature a photograph and a little bit of writing. 

His newest blog, The Daily Photograph, is simply that. A new and interesting 
image posted every morning at 8:00 AM.
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